
 

 

Discovering and acquiring the latest art  
Discovery Art Fair at Frankfurt fairgrounds 

An extraordinary art event will once again come to life in imposing Hall 1 of Messe Frankfurt on 

the first weekend in November. The Discovery Art Fair is pleased to celebrate its 6th edition from 

2 to 5 November and to invite art lovers and professionals to an exciting journey of discovery. 

The international fair inspires with its truly unique diversity. Both experienced collectors and 

occasional customers can be sure to make the right discovery here, since the fair programmes of 

the more than 110 participants cater for every taste and every budget. There are several 

thousand art objects to choose from which can be purchased on site and taken home 

immediately. There is indeed no better place to buy the perfect personal present or new 

authentic art for one’s own home. 

Carefully selected galleries and artists from all over the world showcase their latest works and 

programmes in Frankfurt. The list of international participants includes artists from South Korea, 

Canada, Mexico City, Ljubljana, Warsaw and Amsterdam, and the Rhine-Main region is 

represented with numerous exhibition appearances as well. In this, the Discovery Art Fair 

remains true to its successful concept: alongside well-established names the focus is on up-and-

coming newcomers and young talents, which is attractive for all those who want to discover one 

or another rising star at affordable prices. In distinction from common fair concepts, the 

organisers have committed to allocating around half of the stands to new exhibitors, so that each 

DAF edition takes a very individual and up-to-date look at the currents and trends of the art 

scenes both at home and abroad. 

9,000 square metres in the exhibition hall provide much space for the display of a most multi-

faceted portfolio of contemporary art, ranging from space-consuming installations to pocket-

sized editions, from large and brightly coloured paintings to delicate drawings and from bronze 

sculptures to graffiti art. This diversity of the works invites you to enter a world full of shapes and 

colours and creative concepts. What’s more, the relaxed and communicative atmosphere of the 

Discovery Art Fair makes it easy to get in touch with gallerists and artists and acquire art. 

In addition, the team of curators offers free guided tours every day, providing special insights into 

the fair. This year, too, the organisers have a special gift for all art fans: admission is free for all 

visitors on the Friday of the fair. 

Discovery Art Fair Frankfurt  

3 – 5 November 2023 | Opening 2 November 2023 

Messe Frankfurt, Hall 1, Ludwig-Erhard-Anlage 1, 60327 Frankfurt am Main  

Opening hours: Friday – Saturday: 11:00 am – 08:00 pm | Sunday: 11:00 am – 06:00 pm  

Online tickets and further information at discoveryartfair.com 

https://discoveryartfair.com/fairs/frankfurt/

